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Hello crypto traders welcome to this week’s edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall cryptocurrency 

Market Cap stands at $253 Billion We have seen a $22 Billion decrease in the Market Cap since the last 

week. Bitcoin price currently around $7972 and ether price is currently at $247. The current market cap 

for bitcoin is $142 Billion and for altcoins the current market cap is $111 Billion.

Percentage of Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin   55.84%

Ethereum  10.40%

Bitcoin Cash  2.78%

Litecoin  2.54%

Ripple   6.87%

Dash   0.53%

NEM   0.30%

Monero  0.58%

IOTA   0.48%

NEO   0.34%

Other   19.34%



Tron (TRX) founder and CEO Justin Sun has paid a record-breaking sum of $4,567,888 to win a charity 

auction to have dinner with legendary investor Warren Buffett. It would be interesting to see if Sun can 

change Buffet’s extremely negative opinion regarding cryptocurrencies. 

In May, most equity markets and other asset classes perceived as risky have declined on escalating 

trade tensions between the US and China. However, Bitcoin has led the crypto markets higher during 

the same period. In doing so, it has clearly overtaken safe assets like gold. This shows that 

cryptocurrencies are uncorrelated to the other traditional assets, which make it an interesting play. The 

analytical firm Delphi Digital has termed bitcoin as the “King of the Assets Class Hill”

Facebook is in talks with the United States regulator the Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

(CFTC) regarding its stablecoin that is likely to be launched in 2020. Facebook is laying the groundwork 

for its stablecoin, which is likely to increase the reach of cryptocurrencies, considering its huge client 

base.

However, the central banks across the world continue to be sceptical of cryptocurrencies. In a recent 

speech, Jens Weidmann, head of Germany’s central bank warned that extensive use of 

cryptocurrencies could lead to serious consequences.
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Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation 

(Past 30 Days)
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BITCOIN - BTC/USD

Bitcoin has turned down from $9,090 levels and broken below the 20-day EMA. The RSI has also formed 
a negative divergence. This indicates that the momentum is weakening. If the price stays below the 
20-day EMA for three consecutive days, it can sink the cryptocurrency to the 50-day SMA.

On the other hand, if the bulls buy the dip and recover above the 20-day EMA quickly, the digital currency 
will again attempt to climb above the overhead resistance zone of $8,488-$9,090. If successful, the next 
target to watch on the upside is $10,000.

Currently, the 20-day EMA is flattening out and the RSI has dipped to the midpoint. This points to a 
probable consolidation in the short-term. We believe that the current dip will offer a low-risk 
opportunity to the investors to buy for the long-term. However, we shall wait for the correction to end 
before proposing a trade in it. 
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RIPPLE - XRP/USD

Ethereum failed to hit the $300 mark where we had asked the traders to book profits in our previous 
analysis. It turned down from $288.77 on May 30 and triggered our suggested stop loss of $245 on the 
remaining long positions.

Thereafter, the bulls again attempted to resume the up move but hit a wall just below $280 level. The 
cryptocurrency has turned down and plunged below the 20-day EMA. It can now drop to the next 
support at $222.78.

The 20-day EMA is flattening out and the RSI has declined to the midpoint. This suggests a range bound 
trading action in the near term. 

Our view will be invalidated if the digital currency reverses direction from the current level and rallies 
above $280-$288.77 resistance zone. Currently, we do not find any bullish pattern.

8
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XRP failed to break out and sustain of the overhead resistance of $0.46669 on May 30 and June 03. As a 
result, it has turned down sharply and plunged below the 20-day EMA. If the price closes (UTC time) 
below the 20-day EMA, it will indicate weakness and a probable fall to the next support at the 50-day 
SMA.

Conversely, if the bulls manage to keep the cryptocurrency above the 20-day EMA, we anticipate 
another attempt to scale above $0.46669. If successful, a rally to its target objective of $0.6270 is 
possible.

Currently, both the moving averages are flattening out and the RSI has dipped to just above the 50 level. 
This points to a consolidation in the short-term. Traders who are long on our earlier recommendation 
can retain the stop loss at $0.34. If the bulls struggle to scale the price above $0.46669 in the next 
attempt, traders can close 50% of the long positions above $0.45 and hold the rest with the stop at 
$0.34. 

9

The bulls failed to propel Bitcoin Cash above the ascending channel on May 30. The price turned down 

sharply and plummeted to the 20-day EMA. The subsequent attempt to bounce off the 20-day EMA did 

not find buyers at higher levels and the bears finally broke below the support on June 03. If the price 

sustains below the 20-day EMA, the next stop is the 50-day SMA and if that also cracks, a revisit to the 

support line of the channel is likely.

Our short-term bearish view will be invalidated if the digital currency reverses direction from the current 

levels and ascends the resistance line of the channel. In such a case, a rally to $638.55 is probable. 

However, we give this a very low probability of occurring. We shall wait for the correction to end before 

suggesting a trade in it.

BITCOIN CASH  - BCH/USD
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Litecoin has turned down from the minor resistance at $120. The bulls are attempting to hold the 

20-day EMA. If successful, we expect another attempt to break out of $120 and a rally to $166.61. On 

the contrary, if the bears sink the price below the 20-day EMA, a fall to $94.39 is likely. We expect the 

bulls to hold this level. 

The 20-day EMA is flattening out and the RSI has declined close to the center, which points to a range 

formation in the short-term. The cryptocurrency might consolidate between $94.39-$120 for a few 

days. Traders who had initiated long positions on our earlier recommendation can keep the stop loss at 

$80. We shall soon trail it higher.
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In a frankly incredible turn of events, crypto hater Warren Buffett is going to have lunch with Justin Sun 
– not that he has any choice in the matter. The Tron founder won Buffett’s GLIDE charity auction with a 
record $4.5 million bid.

TRON FOUNDER PAYS $4.5 MILLION FOR WARREN BUFFETT POW-WOW

To make matters worse for the billionaire who once called Bitcoin “rat poison squared,” TRX’s Sun is 
going to bring along a bunch of his blockchain pals for the ride.

Never one to miss an excellent PR opportunity, Sun posted a lengthy open letter to the crypto 
community. In this Medium post, he opines on his respect for Warren Buffett and his determination to 
convince the old-school billionaire that blockchain is the future.

“I’m a long-term believer (and certainly a big fan) of Buffett and his long-term value investing strategy. As 
some of you might know, the CEO of Berkshire Hathaway has said publicly; he sees no “unique value” in 
Bitcoin, the world’s largest Cryptocurrency. Yet, he has pointed to the potential in blockchain, the 
underlying technology behind all Cryptocurrency.”

Naturally, what we are all dying to know is who Mr. Sun plans to take with him. In his post, he suggests 
that he may look to the crypto community for advice.
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Read more...

https://www.ccn.com/tron-justin-sun-warren-buffett-crypto
https://www.ccn.com/tron-justin-sun-warren-buffett-crypto
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Ahead of the G20 summit, India’s new finance secretary has confirmed that the report detailing the 

country’s crypto regulation is now ready. It will soon be submitted to the finance minister for approval. 

Since Arun Jaitley opted out of cabinet responsibilities, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has appointed 

a new finance minister.

India’s Crypto Regulation Is ‘Ready’

After more than one year of analysis and deliberation, the report containing the recommended 

regulatory framework for cryptocurrency in India is now ready to be submitted to the finance minister, 

according to local media. The new finance secretary, former Secretary of the Department of 

Economic Affairs (DEA) Subhash Chandra Garg, reportedly confirmed its readiness at an event hosted 

by the Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India on Thursday.

“On the cryptocurrency regulation, Garg said the report is ready,” PTI reported, further quoting the 

finance secretary as saying:

“We will submit it to the finance minister (soon). Of course, once the approval is done, it will be made 

public.”

Garg heads an interministerial committee instituted to study all aspects of cryptocurrency and draft 

the country’s crypto regulation. Included on the committee are representatives from the Ministry of 

Electronics and Information Technology, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the Securities and Exchange 

Board of India, and the Central Board of Direct Taxes.

Read more...

https://news.bitcoin.com/indian-cryptocurrency-regulation-ready/
https://news.bitcoin.com/indian-cryptocurrency-regulation-ready/
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A new report claims that Ethereum-based Decentralized Applications (dapps) are not being used 

productively.

While the industry of crypto has rightly been excited about the development of dapps, Ernst & Young 

reports that 83 percent of applications on Ethereum’s network are “not in the most productive uses.”

The report was given by EY’s head of innovation Paul Broady at the Fintech Forum on May 31, an event 

hosted by the United States’ Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC).

Fintech Forum was organized by the SEC’s Strategic Hub for Innovation and Financial Technology, 

coming at a bizarre time for the regulatory body who is under fire for their continued delay in approving 

bitcoin exchange-traded funds (ETFs).

Decentralized applications have been highlighted as an important development for the industry of 

crypto. Not only do they utilize network features for popular currencies such as Ethereum and TRON, 

but they provide an avenue for coin usage beyond exchange speculation. In addition, dapps draw 

development interest in a similar manner to the Apple and Android store, allowing creators the 

flexibility of creating unique products.
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Read more...

https://ethereumworldnews.com/report-ethereum-eth-dapps-not-being-used-productively/
https://ethereumworldnews.com/report-ethereum-eth-dapps-not-being-used-productively/
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Major cryptocurrency exchange Binance is apparently testing a British pound stablecoin on its native 

blockchain, Binance Chain, according to a Twitter post on June 3.

Twitter user CryptosBatman noticed that the listing “$BGBP” appeared on the Binance platform.

Binance CEO Changpeng Zhao has commented on the tweet, confirming that a pound stablecoin is in 

the testing phase, with only £200 minted.

Zhao came under fire last month for posting about potentially rolling back transactions (re-org) on the 

exchange after a $40 million hack. Zhao  apologized after the incident, saying:

“Given how much I talk, I sometimes say the wrong stuff, dirty words like ‘reorg’, for which I apologize. It is 

my strong view that our constant and transparent communication is what sets us apart from the “old way 

of doing things”, even and especially in tough times.”

Later in May, Zhao reportedly sought damages from venture capital firm Sequoia Capital China on the 

grounds that they damaged his reputation and business due to an improperly-obtained injunction 

against him in 2017.

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/binance-cryptocurrency-exchange-testing-british-pound-stablecoin
https://cointelegraph.com/news/binance-cryptocurrency-exchange-testing-british-pound-stablecoin
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The company Amero-Isatek announced that it will open its first physical cryptocurrency exchange 
station in Nuevo León, Monterrey on June 21. It will also soon expand into another seven locations 
across Mexico.

Amero-Isatek estimates that it will server over 800,000 cryptocurrency users in Central Mexico. Users 
of the exchange will trade in Amero, Amero-Isatek’s own cryptoasset. The asset launches on the day 
of the Nuevo León opening.

The firm already made headlines early this year for participating in what it called the world’s biggest 
cryptocurrency real estate exchange. In this exchange, the company acquired 1,400 hectares in South 
Lower California for $2.8 million paid in Amero.

According to Alfonso Jiménez, CEO of Amero-Isatek, there’s already an exchange in Monterrey, called 
GTM, but it doesn’t qualify as a cryptocurrency service.

“Today there are no physical exchanges in Mexico and we are going to open them”, he said.

Besides Monterrey, Amero’s will offer services in seven other Mexican states: Queretáro, Sinaloa, 
Quintana Roo, Jalisco, South Lower California, and Yucatán.
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Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/mexico-is-getting-eight-new-cryptocurrency-exchanges
https://www.coindesk.com/mexico-is-getting-eight-new-cryptocurrency-exchanges
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According to a new report released by the Cybersecurity firm Guardicore Labs, hackers were able to 
breach over 50,000 servers around the world and start mining virtual currencies. This has been 
performed through an unusually sophisticated method.

Hackers Mine Digital Currencies After Massive Security Breach

As per the report released by Guardicore Labs on May 29, this large-scale malware attack was able to 
infect 700 new victims a day. There have been several targets, including firms in the healthcare, 
telecoms, media and IT sectors.

The cybersecurity firm was able to find 20 different malicious payloads in the malware over time. The 
report informed that new ones were created at least once a week. It was also possible for the attacker 
to install a rootkit that prevented the malware to be removed.

Guardicore explained that the attack used very sophisticated tools such as those that nation states 

use.

This shows that hackers and attackers are becoming stronger and more dangerous than never before. 
The firm informed that the package was written in Chinese and used Chinese language servers. The 
company explained in its report:

“The Nansh0u campaign is not a typical crypto-miner attack. It uses techniques often seen in APTs such as 
fake certificates and privilege escalation exploits.”

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/attackers-compromise-50000-servers-worldwide-to-mine-virtual-currencies/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/attackers-compromise-50000-servers-worldwide-to-mine-virtual-currencies/
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Smartwatch users can now receive bitcoin lightning payments in seconds thanks to the new 
BlueWallet app.

Developed by BlueWallet, the app allows users to generate a QR code on their watch which someone 
else can scan with their smartphone to quickly send them payment over the Lightning Network, all 
with a few quick taps on their smartwatch.

In an interview with CryptoSlate, Nuno Coelho, product and user experience engineer, said the 
Lightning Network is encouraging developers to come up with innovative products and platforms that 
would aid the adoption of digital assets such as bitcoin. He said:

“We were not happy with the current status of the wallet market, in particular, the wallet we were using at 
the time. So we decided to team up on this effort and build the solution we wanted to have.”

“Explicit terms of functioning for such exchanges can regulate the kinds of virtual currencies that may be 
traded, the modes and methods of reporting, the restrictions on trading (including on valuation spurts 
etc.,) and also investor protection provisions can be incorporated,” the advocate suggested.

Read more...

https://cryptoslate.com/get-bitcoin-on-your-smartwatch-with-this-lightning-network-app/
https://cryptoslate.com/get-bitcoin-on-your-smartwatch-with-this-lightning-network-app/
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UBS Group AG, a Swiss multi-national investment bank and financial services company, will be using 
its own digital currency for cross-border payment settlements. A report published by MarketWatch 
stated that a total of fourteen firms have developed a coin named, Utility Settlement Coin [USC], and 
among those firms includes leading banks of the United States, Europe, and Japan. The digital 
currency would be backed by “bank-owned currency held at the central bank.”

The project includes prominent industry players such as Barclays, Nasdaq, Bank of New York Mellon 
Corp., Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, Banco Santander, Lloyds Banking Group, Mitsubishi UFJ 
Financial Group, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corp., Credit Suisse Group AG, ING Groep NV, State Street 
Bank & Trust Co., Commerzbank AG, and KBC Group NV.

Notably, a total of $63.2 million has been invested in Fnality investment and it took the firm over four 
years for the development of the virtual currency. More so, the firm has been working with regulatory 
bodies of different countries in order to obtain the necessary regulatory documents.

Read more...

https://ambcrypto.com/swiss-multi-national-investment-bank-usb-introduces-fnality-international-with-investment-of-63-2-million/
https://ambcrypto.com/swiss-multi-national-investment-bank-usb-introduces-fnality-international-with-investment-of-63-2-million/
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The cryptocurrency market has seen a resurgence in terms of volume and a spike in market 
momentum. Cryptocurrency scanners have caught many significant movements of major coins like 
Bitcoin [BTC], Ethereum [ETH] and XRP across wallets and exchanges, something that was unseen 
during the bear market of 2018.

In a recent tweet, XRPL Monitor, the data aggregator for XRP, revealed that a whopping 10.1 million 
XRP were moved to a Coinbase Pro account. The exact amount of 10,111,072.535 XRP was charged 
20 XRP for the entire transaction.

The sender had sent everything from the account which held an address of 
rH51tppA1cF5J75GS6MqaJhJfQFm2PPXG2. Analysis of the receiver wallet showed that the receiver 
balance amounted to 10,117,190 XRP, which meant that the wallet already had a balance of 6,118 XRP, 
before the transaction. The transaction ID for this particular movement was 
37135BF0D7C270838F1B2ADF154840609EE8FF0AE0214A20D901F2A182EA1E60.
THE BITCOIN COMMUNITY DOESN’T � MICROSOFT

“How did the balance get to 0? Isn’t there a minimum for all wallets (more for multi signature wallets)”

To this, Cale Robertson, another XRP community member replied,

“A wallet can go below the reserve if it’s the tx fee that takes it below that threshold.  The account is still 
active in the sense other accounts can interact (i.e. send a payment to it), but it is no longer able to make 
txs itself until it is funded back over that reserve.”

Read more...

https://ambcrypto.com/xrp-records-rising-momentum-as-millions-of-tokens-moved-to-coinbase-pro-account/
https://ambcrypto.com/xrp-records-rising-momentum-as-millions-of-tokens-moved-to-coinbase-pro-account/
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Digital currency investment firm Dadiani Syndicate has reportedly been approached by a wealthy 
client to buy as close to 25% of the bitcoin (BTC) supply as possible, Forbes reported on May 30.

The Dadiani Syndicate is a peer-to-peer network where people trade between each other with 
cryptocurrency. The firm made news last year when it put 49% of Andy Warhol’s 1980 work "14 Small 
Electric Chairs" up for sale for bitcoin and other digital currencies. The firm’s founder Eleesa Dadiani 
reportedly claimed:

"One of our clients approached us and said they were interested in acquiring 25% of all bitcoin 
currently available. There are a number of entities who want to dominate the market."

Dadiani said that acquiring a quarter of the current 17.7 million BTC supply — considering that many 
coins have been permanently lost — would not be possible without significantly affecting the market. 
EToro analyst Mati Greenspan stated, "A buyer of this size is going to push the price up to make this 
kind of accumulation even more expensive," continuing:

"Yet even a greater number of coins are currently being held by hodlers who will not be willing to part 
with them for any price. Realistically speaking, there are probably less than five million coins actually 
circulating at the moment."

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/cryptocurrency-broker-client-reportedly-aims-to-acquire-25-of-all-bitcoin-supply
https://cointelegraph.com/news/cryptocurrency-broker-client-reportedly-aims-to-acquire-25-of-all-bitcoin-supply
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As the G20 summit approaches, member countries have been discussing how to implement the 
standards set by intergovernmental organizations such as the Financial Action Task Force. While 
there may be some challenges in complying with the standards, the European Central Bank says the 
risks crypto assets pose to the euro area’s financial stability are manageable.

G20 Implementing Global Standards

The G20 countries have reaffirmed their support for the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) as the 
global standard-setting body in areas such as anti-money laundering. They have also agreed to follow 
the FATF recommendations including those concerning crypto assets.

The FATF held its annual Private Sector Consultative Forum in Austria earlier this month with its 
members and over 300 representatives from the private sector participating. Members of the FATF 
are 36 countries and two international organizations including the European Commission. The FATF 
explained:

“The discussions focused on the mapping of virtual asset services and business models … and on the 
implementation of specific FATF recommendations.”

In its April report to the G20, the FATF outlined its work on crypto asset standards and promised to 
update its guidance “to continue assisting jurisdictions and the private sector, in implementing a 
risk-based approach to regulating virtual asset service providers, including their supervision and 
monitoring,” the report describes. “This will help countries in exercising oversight of this sector.” 
While emphasizing various risks such as money laundering, the FATF also recognized:

“Technological innovations, including those underlying virtual assets … may deliver significant benefits to 
the financial system and the broader economy.”

Read more...

https://news.bitcoin.com/g20-countries-implementing-unified-cryptocurrency-standards/
https://news.bitcoin.com/g20-countries-implementing-unified-cryptocurrency-standards/
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John McAfee, the famous and infamous security pioneer and cryptocurrency enthusiast, is set to 
launch his own eponymously named currency, the McAfee Freedom Coin, this fall.

A white paper is forthcoming, but on the currency’s webpage, McAfee said that the coin is not subject 
to relative price setting mechanisms of other fiat currencies or digital assets.

“The McAfee Freedom Coin is designed to confront the problem of exchange head-on… It is not based on 
any commodity nor is it connected to the value or behavior of any external item or entity. The value of the 
coin will always be zero in relation to any other currency yet it’s natural market value is free, completely, to 
grow,” McAfee wrote.

This is part of a greater vision of a cryptomarket detached from the “fear, greed, manipulation and the 
vagaries of external economic conditions.” By eliminating the exchange value of the Freedom coin, 
McAfee hopes to create the first digit currency valued for its purchasing power alone.

He writes:

“The reason such has not occurred is that all goods and services cannot yet be purchased with 
cryptocurrency, so the currency holder must exchange with a currency that is accepted for what they 
want.”

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/john-mcafee-says-he-is-launching-his-own-freedom-cryptocurrency
https://www.coindesk.com/john-mcafee-says-he-is-launching-his-own-freedom-cryptocurrency


https://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/kucoin/
https://github.com/Kucoin
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kucoin/
https://www.instagram.com/kucoinexchange/
https://www.medium.com/kucoinexchange
https://www.youtube.com/c/KuCoinExchange
http://reddit.com/r/kucoin
https://twitter.com/KuCoinCom
https://t.me/Kucoin_Exchange
http://facebook.com/KuCoinOfficial
https://www.kucoin.com/download
https://www.kucoin.com/download/android
https://www.kucoin.com/trade
https://www.kucoin.com/
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Project Details: 

The Advantages of Cryptocurrency Investment

A cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency that uses cryptography for security and is difficult to 

counterfeit because of this security feature. Cryptocurrencies include bitcoin, litecoin, dogecoin, among 

others. It is any kind of peer-to-peer digital money powered by the blockchain technology. Ethereum, the 

popular cryptocurrency and blockchain system, is based on the use of tokens which can be bought, sold, 

or traded. One of the most significant token standards of all for Ethereum is called ERC-20, which defines 

a common list of rules for all Ethereum tokens to follow. This means that almost all of the wallets which 

support the ether currency also support ERC-20 compliant tokens. Therein lays the rationale for 

selecting Ethereum as the preferred choice for DDCTs cryptos.

Since cryptocoins can be traded both inside and outside the digital currency environment, digital 

currencies are more than just a way to pay for goods and services – they’re also a viable investment 

opportunity. In fact, cryptocurrency has several advantages over fiat funds when it comes to investment 

opportunities, one of the biggest is that it isn’t subject to the same market conditions that traditional 

currencies are when it comes to foreign exchange rates.

The etherMillennium Coin of the Century!



The Bottom Line

Website:  http://digitaldollarcoin.com/

Email:  info@digitaldollarcoin.com

Token/Coin Name:  Digital Dollar Coin

Token/Coin Ticker:   DDCT

Platform:   ETH

Contract Address (ERC20):   0xb0DC7fdB068aBA78Cd79e1BF9006196fF3299C8f
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The best example of this is the state of the pound after the UK voted to leave the European Union. In the 

wake of the Brexit vote, the value of GBP began to plummet as investors responded to the realities of the 

UK leaving the EU and the financial instability this new situation created. However, the world of digital 

currency is insulated from such real-world issues thanks to its very nature – it’s not tied to any single bank 

or government – and as a result, the relative value of most cryptocurrencies did not show a negative 

impact. In some cases, cryptocoin value actually increased as investors realized that digital currencies 

like Bitcoin were unaffected by Brexit.

Using crypto cash to pay for goods and services, both online and in person has the potential to 

revolutionize the way we use money on a day-to-day basis. Additionally, trading and investing in 

cryptocurrency can be lucrative and rewarding, providing the potential for high ROI, thanks to how 

insulated the digital currency market is to conditions that would otherwise throw a wrench into a Forex or 

binary options exchange.

DDCT is a fully tradable and transferable digital decentralized asset that is simple to use and secure on 

the Blockchain and suitable for P2P and centralized environments. Make Sustainability & Renewability 

with DDCT your First Choice today! Come Join the Revolution!

Coin Details:
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For more information about the Project, please visit the following links:

Website:  https://digitaldollarcoin.com/

Email:  info@digitaldollarcoin.com

Twitter:  https://twitter.com/DigitalDDCT

Whitepaper:     http://digitaldollarcoin.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/WhitePaperDDCT.pdf

Reddit:   https://www.reddit.com/user/DDCTcoin

GitHub:   https://github.com/henryb2000/DDCT

Telegram:  https://t.me/DDCT_Official_Group

Medium:   https://medium.com/@henryb2000

Bitcoin Talk:   https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5149737.new#new

Block Explorer:    Etherscan.io

https://etherscan.io/address/0xb0dc7fdb068aba78cd79e1bf9006196ff3299c8f
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Project Details: 

Ubecoin (‘UBE’) is an ERC20 standard token based on the Ethereum technology and blockchain. UBE is a 

medium of exchange used within our ecosystem and allows for a secure, private and decentralized 

method of confirming and conducting transactions within the network. Ubecoin is a hybrid 

cryptocurrency that can be utilized as a medium of exchange between business merchants, consumers 

and speculators in a new blockchain globally. UBE’s mission is to give power back to the merchants by 

disrupting the traditional barter model globally and transforming it into a community based, 

decentralized subscription model. UBE is also on-boarding the gaming and entertainment sector into the 

Ubecoin ecosystem which instantly creates uplift in consumer to business transactions via Free Trade 

Barter by providing multiple avenues for gamers to spend their wallet. This will also create further 

opportunity for the Merchant network to gain access to a wider range of consumers that would not 

currently be available to them. This will truly complete the sales cycle where Ubecoin will be used as a 

medium of exchange for B2B, B2C and C2B.
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RoadMap: 

Official Video:  https://youtu.be/CXARi-tFOvo

https://youtu.be/CXARi-tFOvo


Our Partners: 

ICO Details:
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https://ubecoin.com/addrivers/
https://ubecoin.com/proga/
https://ubecoin.com/findusonweb/
https://ubecoin.com/rapid-id/
https://ubecoin.com/revinfotech/
https://ubecoin.com/risku/
https://ubecoin.com/cash-on-referral/
https://ubecoin.com/vegawallet/
https://ubecoin.com/
https://ubecoin.com/get-whitepaper/
https://www.oex.com/
https://bit.ly/2UpsKX9


The Team:
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Laurie Ziatas
CEO

David Wilmot
CTO

Andrew Stokes
Director Sales and Marketing

Shane Deas
Block chain technologies,

Network development 

Julian Wilmot-Barr
Finance Officer

Michael Wilmot
Asset Security

Malcolm Miller 
Business Development Manager

Mark Hamon
Advisory

Karlo Kempis 
Advisory

Ash
Advisory

Navdeep Garg
Advisory

Bella Zovmiz
Advisory

Leslie Elliot
Advisory

Andrew Wright
Advisory

Lalit Bansal
Advisory

https://ubecoin.com/pure-report/
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For more information about the ICO, please visit the following links:

Website:  https://ubecoin.com/

Email:  support@ubecoin.com

Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/ubecoin.official/

Twitter:  https://twitter.com/Ubecoin

LinkedIn:     https://au.linkedin.com/company/ubecoin-group-pty-ltd

Medium:   https://medium.com/@ubecoin

Telegram:   https://t.me/ubecoin

Whitepaper:   https://ubecoin.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Ubecoin-WP-V10.pdf 

Reddit:   https://www.reddit.com/user/ubecoin/

GitHub:   https://github.com/Ubecoin

Bitcoin Talk:   https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4737261

YouTube:    https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnztt2W9noMRumZFQvpXx8Q



https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/
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